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Idea: Break-Up Letter 

n  1.  Think about the story.  Who no longer likes each other?  
Who no longer likes or needs a certain thing or place?  Who 
used to believe in an idea, but no longer does?   

n  2. Choose one idea above and rewrite it below.  Brainstorm it 
further: why is this person “breaking up” with the other 
person, thing, place or idea?  Give at least two reasons. 

n  3.  Find a page number of one of your reasons above.  Write it 
next to the reason and circle it. 

n  4.  Your letter should have at least three paragraphs: a short 
introduction, a body paragraph, and a short conclusion. 

n  5. Write a draft of your letter using a letter format. 
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Character  
Pinterest  
Page 
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Idea: Tweet it! 

n Have students 
write Tweets (or 
a twitter 
conversation) 
based on the 
text. 

n 140 Characters 

n Use hashtags! 
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Ideas for Tweets 

n  Summary (of chapter, 
night’s reading, etc.) 

n  Theme of text 

n  Character and 3 traits 

n  Description of a setting 

n  Any symbol & its meaning 

n  A prediction, opinion, 
question, piece of figurative 
language (see RR list) 

n  Opinion of text 

n  Agree/disagree w/author 

n  Specify essay genre and 
how you know 

n  Alternative title 

n  Tweet to author 

n  Rewrite final sentence 

n  Write opposing view of 
claim 

Fiction Non-fiction 



+ Twitter Conversation:  Sword in the Stone 

@SirKay:  Ah Knights of Columbus! I forgot my sword #IamaNitWit 

@KingArthur:  It’s OK bro, I’ll fetch it! #IGotYoBack 

@KingArthur:  Darn! I’m locked out of thy house! #nokey 

@KingArthur:  #IAteMyLuckyCharms Today I found a sword in a 
                            stone for my big bro Kay. 

@SirKay:  Thanks Artie! Let’s show father. 

@SirKay:  I’m the king! I’m the king! #boss 

@SirEctor:  Really?? #LiarLiar 

@SirKay:  Ok fine it was actually Arthur! #PlanFailed 

  Trending:  Arthur pulls sword out of stone! We have our 
                        #TrueBornKing 



+ Twitter Conversation: Arthur Gets Excalibur 
 

@TheRealKingArthur:  Where is Excalibur 

@LadyoftheLake: Just wait #surprises 

@TheRealKingArthur: Look at that wondrous 
sword in the lake with a golden hilt set with 
jewels #BlingBling 

@LadyoftheLake: That’s right it’s Excalibur 
#Igotchu 

@TheRealKingArthur: Oh yeah never gonna 
die, always gonna win #pumped #mygirl 
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@you’redeadtome:  Sky looks clear today #FreeDeadalus   
                                      #ByeMinos 
 
@Icarus:  Dad’s lost his mind #HELP #I’veNeverSeenThisBefore 
                                       #Doin’ItLive  #BillO’Reilly 
 
@Icarus:  Getting fitted for my wings #AllInForFreedom 
 
@you’redeadtome:  Not too low, Not too high #Stayin’TheCourse 
                                     #HappyMedium 
 
@ofsheepandmen: Is it a bird?  Is it a plane? #NoReallyWhatIsIt? 
 
@Icarus:  Livin’ above the clouds #Movin’Up  #BirdLife 
 
@you’redeadtome: Where’s my son #confused  #scared 

Twitter Conversation: Deadalus and Icarus 
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n Divide class into partners or small groups 

n Each group is assigned a different element 
about the text 

n Each group creates a poster about that 
element, using citations 

n Posters are hung around the room 

n All students circulate to learn information 
from other groups’ posters 

Idea: Text Element Stations 
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Possible questions  
to integrate text posters 

n Explain how one 
character’s trait 
leads to an event in 
the plot. 

n How do the 
allusions the author 
used relate to the 
theme? 

n How does the 
introduction 
ultimately tie into 
the main idea? 

n Explain how the 
tone affects the call 
to action. 



+  

Idea:  
Genre Recipes 

Have students 
create a “recipe” 
for a genre after 
reading some  
texts in it. 



+  Have students 
closely analyze 
specific words in 
context. 
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Have 
students 
find and 
analyze 
figurative 
language. 
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Idea: Use Haikus 
n Have students work in pairs to write a: 
n Summary 
n Restatement of the claim 
n Question 
n Literary technique (simile, sensory detail, 

onomatopoeia, etc.) 
n Opinion 

n Or, rewrite the text in a haiku. 
n Haiku conversations between characters 
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Activity: Haiku Chain 
n Put class in pairs. 

n Each pair writes a haiku (as per your instructions). 

n Each pair passes their haiku to the group behind 
them (you may have to delineate a path). 

n Each group looks at the new paper, reads the haiku, 
skips a line, and rewrites the last line of the haiku. 

n This last line now becomes their new first line– they 
must finish the new haiku. 

n When finished, pass papers again. 

n Repeat: last line becomes new first line.  
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Pre-
reading 
activity:  
 

Help 
students 
tune in to 
tone 
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Stay in Touch! 

marilynpryle@gmail.com 
marilynpryle.com 
     Marilyn Pryle      
     @MPryle 


